
How does hormonal contraception affect the developing
human adolescent brain?
Larry Cahill

After over 50 years of hormonal contraception (HC), we know

essentially nothing about how it influences brain development

during adolescence. This review highlights key findings

concerning sex dependent brain maturation during

adolescence, including aspects that appear to be sex hormone

dependent, with the aim of promoting research into

understanding how HC influences adolescent brain maturation.
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Introduction
Neuroscience witnessed two remarkable, intersecting

developments the past 15–20 years. First, investigators

increasingly recognize that ‘sex matters’ in innumerable

ways outside the domain of reproductive functions to

which ‘sex differences’ had been largely restricted his-

torically [1,2]. Second, neuroscience has discovered that

brain development, far from being finished at birth or

soon thereafter, continues in important ways throughout

adolescence (broadly defined here as the period between

childhood and adulthood, and including puberty) extend-

ing even into the early 20s [3]. And as I will show,

evidence also indicates that much of adolescent brain

development requires sex hormone function, thus raising

the question: How does sex hormone depletion during

adolescence alter brain development?

It is a curious fact that we extensively investigate the

effects of powerfully manipulating sex hormones on the

health and cognition of post-menopausal women (hor-

mone replacement therapy), yet almost no studies to date

examined the effects of equally powerfully manipulating

sex hormones (via hormonal contraception, HC) in

adolescent girls, and no study I have found examined

the effects of adolescent HC usage on post-adolescent

cognition and brain function, although numerous studies

have examined cognitive/neural effects of HC exclusively

in post-adolescent women [4]. A ‘policy statement’ con-

cerning the risks/benefits of HC by the American Acad-

emy of Pediatrics after almost 50 years of HC usage made

no mention of the possibility long-term cognitive/neural

effects of HC in adolescents [5]. Yet since the introduc-

tion of the first HC, Enovid, by the G.D. Searle Company

in 1961, many millions of women of child-bearing age

have taken, and continue to take HC in various forms.

Some 85% of women in America will take HC for an

average of five years [6], many beginning in their early

teen years [7].

It appears highly plausible that sex hormone alterations

during adolescence could have important cognitive/neu-

ral consequences both during and after adolescence, yet

we almost know nothing about what those consequences

are. Clearly whatever the consequences (positive, nega-

tive, or neutral), neuroscientists are obligated to under-

stand them, given the large numbers of adolescent girls

using HC. This brief review will therefore summarize

some key findings about adolescent brain development,

emphasizing those aspects that appear to be sex hormone

dependent. I focus initially on animal research, followed

by human subject research.

Animal research
Animal research of course provides the foundation for our

understanding of brain function in humans. Furthermore,

it provides the interpretative power, especially important

when considering sex influences on mammalian brain

function, of eliminating potential human cultural expla-

nations of observed effects. Fortunately, research exam-

ining brain development in adolescence mammals

increased substantially in recent years.

Juraska and colleagues have performed much of the most

important and relevant research, together with providing

very useful, recent reviews of both animal and human

work [8��,9��]. Substantial evidence indicates that the

prefrontal cortex (PFC) is among the brain regions with

the most notable adolescent related brain changes. In rats,

the volume of the medial PFC peaks, then decreases in

adolescence, paralleling similar changes in humans. Of

course rat studies, unlike human imaging studies, allow

identification of cellular processes that underly volume

changes, and such studies have identified both neuronal
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loss and dendritic pruning in both sexes in the medial

PFC during adolescence, with both processes exhibiting

some sex similarities and differences. Across the same

adolescent range, females exhibit more substantial neu-

ron loss than do males [10]. This reduction is layer

specific, and results in a sex difference in the number

of neurons in the adult rat PFC [11]. Dendritic changes

also exhibit some sex similarities and differences: Den-

dritic spines in mPFC neurons significantly decrease in

both sexes in adolescence, but basilar dendrites decrease

significantly only in females. [12].

Other brain regions exhibiting adolescent-related devel-

opmental changes in the rat include the hypothalamus,

amygdala, visual cortex, and corpus callosum [9��]. One of

the most intriguing brain regions to change during ado-

lescence is the locus coeruleus (LC), the centerpiece of

the brain’s sympathetic, noradrenergic system, and a

region with well-established sex differences in its adult

function [13]. With the onset of puberty, the number of

LC neurons increases to a midpuberty point, then pla-

teaus in males. In contrast, the female LC continues to

add new neurons much longer. Thus in females only the

LC exhibits further differentiation in puberty. As Juraska

and colleagues suggest, this continued ‘feminization’ of

the LC during puberty is underappreciated given the

well-established propensity of adult females relative to

males towards experiencing anxiety disorders [9��]. It is

not known whether this adolescent ‘feminization’ of LC

function depends on sex hormone activity, but if it does,

one may anticipate it being altered by HC use in

adolescence.

Adolescent brain changes are not confined to neuronal

number and structure. Sex differences in the patterns of

expression of genes associated with puberty also exist.

Hou and colleagues [14] examined both mouse and

human tissue for patterns of gene expression that were

elevated with puberty, detecting the highest degree of

puberty-associated gene expression in the pituitary gland,

the pineal gland, adrenal cortex, prefrontal cortex, parietal

lobe, amygdala, hypothalamus, occipital lobe and cingu-

late cortex. In addition, a large number of puberty-asso-

ciated genes showed sex biased levels of expression.

Clearly much more needs to be known concerning sex-

dependent patterns of gene expression during

adolescence.

The rapidly growing field of epigenetics adds to evidence

of sex influenced patterns of genetic activity in adoles-

cence. Regulation of gene expression depends in part on

activity of ‘microRNAs,’ small, non-protein coding RNAs

that regulate post-transcription gene expression by influ-

encing the activity of specific mRNA targets. Striking sex

differences have been discovered in microRNA activity in

adolescent (pre-pubertal) rodent PFC. As Morrison et al.
[15] describe, ‘Unbiased hierarchical clustering of the

expression patterns of 249 of the most abundant (micro-

RNAs) completely segregated male and female samples

into distinct clusters.’ MicroRNAs are also responsive to

manipulations of gonadal hormones. In addition another

epigenetic change, methylation of estrogen receptors,

increases in cortex during adolescence. Thus it seems

clear that sex hormone influenced epigenetic mecha-

nisms also guide the sexually dimorphic development

of the brain during adolescence, and in ways we are only

beginning to understand.

Indeed, evidence indicates that many of the observed

adolescent brain changes require sex hormones. That

sex hormone effects on adolescent brain development

likely exist is easily inferred from the fact that many of

the same brain regions exhibiting these adolescent changes

(PFC, amygdala, hippocampus) also possess high levels of

sex hormone receptors, at least in the adult [8��]. Direct

evidence comes from studies manipulating the sex hor-

mone environment of adolescent animals. For example,

removal of the ovaries before the onset of puberty stops the

normal pruning within the cortex that occurs in intact

females, although gonadectomy in males does not produce

such effects. Convergent evidence comes from the fact that

several of the structural changes coincide with the rise of

ovarian sex hormones with puberty in females [8��].

Stress can also affect the developing adolescent brain

differently in females and males, and these effects may

also depend upon the onset of puberty. McEwen and

colleagues examined the effects of chronic stress on den-

dritic structure of three key brain regions know to contain

sizeable numbers of sex hormone receptors — the PFC,

hippocampus, and amygdala, and found that sex differ-

ences in chronic stress effects on dendrite length and

branching appear during adolescence, but only after

puberty. Stress before puberty is complete produces qual-

itatively similar responses in males and females in hippo-

campus, PFC, and amygdala. In contrast, sex differences in

response to chronic stress appear after puberty [16].

Finally, adolescent subject research is necessary for under-

standing how disorders with sex biased incidence develop

especially in adolescence, such as anorexia nervosa. As one

example, Chen and colleagues [17] examined one aspect of

hippocampal function in female and male adolescent mice

using a model of anorexia called ‘activity based anorexia,’

which displays, at least among female rodents, four key

features of anorexia: heightened anxiety, severe weight

loss,over exercise, andvoluntary food restriction. Almost all

prior work with this model involved only adult animals,

although prior work had demonstrated that expression of a

particular GABA receptor sharply rose in the CA1 region of

the hippocampus of female rats in response to a puberty-

induced rise of allopregnanolone, a metabolite of proges-

terone. The key result was a significant relationship

between GABA-ergic function in CA1 pyramidal cells
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and susceptibility to anorexia symptoms, but only in female

mice. Male mice exhibited no such relationship. The

authors note that these findings suggest that drugs targeting

the specific GABA receptors may be helpful for treating

stress-induced anxiety and anorexia of females, but not

males.

Human subject research
Among the earliest studies of human adolescent brain

development are those of Giedd and colleagues [18�].
They conducted a number of longitudinal MRI studies of

subjects ranging from age 3 to 30 which demonstrated a

general pattern of growth in grey matter to a peak in early

adolescence, followed by decline across adolescence, a

pattern paralleling that seen in rats (above). Other evi-

dence suggests that during adolescence males show

greater decreases in grey matter volume compared to

females [19]. Giedd et al. argue [18�] further that the

pattern of cortical/subcortical maturity reflects a shift

across adolescence in particular towards greater PFC

relative to subcortical/limbic function. Importantly, this

pattern appears on average 1–4 years earlier in females

than in males, a pattern likely related in part to earlier

pubertal maturation in girls. Considered with the fact that

nearly 50% of the pyramidal neurons in the PFC express

estrogen receptors [20], these data point to a likely sex

hormone role in adolescent brain maturation.

Among non-cortical regions exhibiting sex differences in

adolescent maturation, the amygdala increases in volume

significantly only in males, while the hippocampus

increases in volume only in females, a pattern perhaps

reflecting the relatively large number of androgen recep-

tors in the amygdala of males, and of estrogen receptors in

the hippocampus of females. The cerebellum, also a

target for estrogen action [21], exhibits a similar develop-

mental trajectory sex in adolescence like that of the

neocortex, peaking approximately four years earlier in

girls than in boys [18�].

Several studies examined relationships between testos-

terone and brain development in adolescence. A longi-

tudinal study of over 400 children and adolescents uncov-

ered a significant interaction between sex and

testosterone levels on widespread areas of cortical thick-

ness, and further, that testosterone levels associated with

cortical thickness changes in the left hemisphere in

males, but of the right hemisphere in females [22]. In

seeming contrast, another study reported, among other

findings, that visual areas increased thickness with tes-

tosterone in boys, but decreased in girls, and that thick-

ness in all other regions were more impacted by testos-

terone in girls than in boys [23]. Others found that PFC

and hippocampal structure covaried as a function of

testosterone levels, but only in boys [24]. More research

appears warranted regarding the relationship(s) between

testosterone and brain maturation in girls and boys.

White matter also changes across adolescence in general,

and puberty in particular (reviewed in [25]). Among the

more intriguing findings are those suggesting that the

splenium of the corpus callosum and the uncinate fascic-

ulus, a fiber bundle connecting the amygdala to the PFC,

both mature earlier in girls than in boys. Another, more

recent study detected several sex by brain region inter-

actions in white matter structural development, and fur-

ther, that these interactions related to testosterone in boys

and estrogen in girls [26].

Striking sex differences have been reported in the pattern

of regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) across adolescence.

An analysis of rCBF in 17 regions of over 900 subjects

revealed ‘conspicuously divergent’ trajectories across

adolescence, with male rCBF continuously decreasing,

but female rCBF suddenly reversing mid-puberty and

increasing [27�]. Striking sex differences also exist in the

patterns of gene expression in human brain in major

developmental stages, including adolescence [28], and

genetic polymorphisms in serotonin function relate to

depression differently in adolescent girls and boys [29].

Finally, as with animal research, studies of human ado-

lescents are mandatory to understand disorders with sex

biased incidence that largely develop in adolescence. For

example, evidence suggests that females are predisposed

to internalizing disorders, and men towards externalizing

disorders, a sex difference greatly enhanced during ado-

lescence [30]. Burghy and colleagues [31] examined the

effects of early-life stress and childhood cortisol levels on

brain function (in particular resting state connectivity)

and internalizing symptoms (anxiety, depression) in sub-

sequent adolescence. In females only, greater early life

stress predicted increased childhood cortisol levels, which

predicted decreased functional connectivity between the

amygdala and PFC 14 years later. And for females only,

adolescent amygdala-PFC functional connectivity

inversely correlated with anxiety symptoms, but posi-

tively correlated with depressive symptoms.

Despite the now extensive evidence for sex influences on

adolescent brain development, some investigators con-

tinue ignoring the issue. For example, a recent review of

‘individual differences’ in adolescent brain development

in a high-profile journal discusses several factors such as

socioeconomic status, culture, and peer environment, yet

never discusses sex differences [32]. These sorts of appar-

ent biases can only retard understanding of human ado-

lescent brain development.

Effects of HC on adolescent brain
development
None of the studies described above, indeed no study of

which I am aware, of human adolescent brain develop-

ment controlled for HC usage in the female subjects.

Only one study of which I am aware explicitly examined
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the effects of HC usage on adolescent brain development.

Mareckova and colleagues [33��] investigated the rela-

tionships between female sex hormones and the brain

responses to faces, focusing on a brain region known to

exhibit a pronounced sex difference (females > males) in

responding to faces in adults, the fusiform face area

(FFA). They examined FFA responses to faces in a

sample of 110 post-menarcheal girls between the ages

of 13.5 and 15.5 taking HC, and detected significant,

positive correlations between the duration of HC usage

(in months) and FFA responses in several face viewing

conditions. The findings suggest that HC in adolescence

can alter brain processing of social cues such as faces.

Why the lack of knowledge?
It is worth speculating about, but difficult to say precisely,

why the curious lacuna exists concerning HC effects on

adolescent brain development. Two likely reasons, stated

at the outset, are that both the idea that ‘sex matters’

outside the domain of reproductive functions, and the idea

that the human brain keeps developing in sex-hormone

dependent ways during adolescence, are emerging con-

cepts forbrainscientists.Another likely reason concerns the

historical, widespread fear (fortunately now receding)

among brain scientists of even studying sex-based influ-

ences on brain function, a fear rooted in the powerful,

implicit, but false assumption that if women and men

are equal, then women and men must be the same [34].

Conclusion
From even this brief review of a fraction of relevant

research, one may safely conclude: firstly that sex influ-

ences adolescent brain development in myriad ways; sec-

ondly that it does so often in a sex-hormone dependent

manner and that; finally even after over 50 years of HC

usage by millions of adolescents, we know essentially

nothing about the consequences of HC induced blockade

of sex hormone function during adolescence on brain

maturation. When one considers likely clinical ramifica-

tions, as for example that HC use in adolescence is associ-

ated with subsequent use of antidepressants and a first

diagnosis of depression [35], perhaps in part via disruption

of normal stress hormone responses [36], one is compelled

to the conclusion that a better understanding of the poten-

tial effects of extended HC usage in adolescent girls is a

matter of very high scientific and sociological significance.
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